Genomic breeding value estimation using genetic markers, inferred ancestral haplotypes, and the genomic relationship matrix.
With the introduction of new single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) chips of various densities, more and more genotype data sets will include animals genotyped for only a subset of the SNP. Imputation techniques based on unobserved ancestral haplotypes may be used to infer missing genotypes. These ancestral haplotypes may also be used in the genomic prediction model, instead of using the SNP. This may increase the reliability of predictions because the ancestral haplotype may capture more linkage disequilibrium with quantitative trait loci than SNP. The aim of this paper was to study whether using unobserved ancestral haplotypes in a genomic prediction model would provide more reliable genomic predictions than using SNP, and to determine how many loci in the genomic prediction model would be redundant. Genotypes of 8,960 bulls and cows for 39,557 SNP were analyzed with a hidden Markov model to associate each individual at each locus to 2 ancestral haplotypes. The number of ancestral haplotypes per locus was fixed at 10, 15, or 20. Subsequently, a validation study was performed in which the phenotypes of 3,251 progeny-tested bulls for 16 traits were used in a genomic prediction model to predict the estimated breeding values of at least 753 validation bulls. The squared correlation between genomic prediction and deregressed daughter performance estimated breeding value, when averaged across traits, was slightly higher when 15 or 20 ancestral haplotypes per locus were used in the prediction model instead of the SNP genotypes, whereas the prediction model using a genomic relationship matrix gave the lowest squared correlations. The number of redundant loci [i.e., loci that had less than 18 jumps (0.1%) from one ancestral haplotype to another ancestral haplotype at the next locus], was 18,793 (48%), which means that only 20,764 loci would need to be included in the genomic prediction model. This provides opportunities for greatly decreasing computer requirements of genomic evaluations with very large numbers of markers.